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DRAFT 
Faculty Proposal for Bringing USM into Alignment with the Work of 

the Direction Package Committee 
 

 

Principles for Cuts and Recommendations: 

 
1.   Impact students as minimally as possible; preserve student learning and the 

core of University of Maine System's educational mission above all else 
 

2.   Maximize savings by cutting high cost entities first 

 
3.  Preserve revenue generation for the System 

 
 
 
Recommendations:  

 
1.  Charge the Provost and the Academic Program Review Committee of Faculty 

Senate to revisit the positions of all faculty members terminated last week to 

determine whether some faculty might be moved to open opportunities within 

the University; businesses do this all the time.  Include in this analysis a 

calculation of the revenue (SCH) generated and likely to be lost as a result of the 

terminations. 

 
2.   Charge the Provost and the Academic Program Review Committee of Faculty 

Senate to work with departments (like sociology, theater, and English) 

determined to be "over-resourced" to create action plans for increasing 

enrollment and decreasing costs. 

 
3.  Place a moratorium on the use of outside consultants; rely on the expertise 

of faculty and staff at USM to advise USM's administrators. 

 
4.  Eliminate all administrative positions with the title "Associate" including all 

Associate Provost and Deans.  Everyone at the University is doing more with 

less; departments have lost faculty, adjuncts, and AAs, and budgets have been 

reduced; the faculty has decreased by 20% since 2006-2007; if the current 

faculty lay-offs stand, the reduction will be 30% since 2006-2007.  The Provost 

and Deans can likewise function in a 6000-student FTE environment without 

Associates. 
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5.  Consider applying the "last in, first out' philosophy to non-faculty positions in 

 units with no direct contact with students. 

 
6.  Eliminate all Director (of academic program) positions and replace with 

Chairpersonships compensated as Department Chairpersonships. 

 

7.   Freeze all tenure-track searches that do not result from direct and immediately 
dire consequences for accreditation of departments and schools. Charge the 
Faculty Senate Academic Program Review Committee to work with departments 
to determine the programmatic necessity of the hires proposed. 

 
8.   Require the President, Provost, and Deans each to teach one class per   year 

to offset their salaries via tuition revenue. 
 

9.   Consolidate USM's campuses. Thee campuses are no longer sustainable. In the 

context of our new designation as a "metropolitan university," a Gorham campus 

probably makes less and less sense. Focus efforts instead on our metropolitan 

areas, LA and Portland, especially enhancing offerings at LAC. 

 
10.  Identify specific courses appropriate for much higher enrollment caps (like CLA 

285, Classical Mythology) and devise a method for engaging advanced 
undergraduate students as TAs (perhaps using work study funds) to assist in 
discussion groups and/or grading 

 
11.  Consolidate small departments into larger, interdisciplinary units to reduce Chair 

compensation costs and reduplicated efforts across smaller departments. 

 
12.  Restrict non-faculty to $1000 per year for conference travel as per the travel 

allowance given to faculty. Reduce all other non-faculty travel to the absolute 

minimum. 

 
13.  Abolish the Faculty Commons, which does not serve students; charge faculty with 

performing the same function as part of their service commitment to the 
University (as was the case before the Commons opened). 

 
14. Reduce Professional and Continuing Education to a size that reflects our 6000- 

student FTE. 

 
15. Abolish the President's Leadership Institute, which does not serve students. 

 

16. Audit physical plant and facilities management including their relationships with 

outside contractors and inspectors and processes by which contracts are offered. 

 
17. Evaluate the financial implications of maintaining the athletics program as 

currently structured; what is the relationship between athletics and the 

metropolitan university? 
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18. Ask for voluntary pay cuts from everyone in the University including faculty, 

administrators, and professional staff (and all other positions) making more than 

the average salary of a full professor. 

 

19. Require  the Provost  to establish,  maintain,  and publicize  a database  of 

internships, service  learning,  and community  engagement  opportunities   

across the University. 

 
20. Open a USM Portland Housing Office that establishes relationships   with 

student friendly housing in the metropolitan area of our new metropolitan   

university and helps students find housing. 

 
21. Investigate an opportunity with Mercy Hospital to do something with its State 

Street location.  While it would take some cleaning and updating, it has 200 

rooms ready for dorms, as well as supporting space, like a kitchen, parking and 

maybe even some incremental labs.  This is a real building:  it is in town in the 

"big city" of Portland, which takes advantage of our metropolitan   character. 

 

22. Establish regular bus service from the Portland campus to the Old Port and 

Congress St. 

 
23. Explore the possibility of building a performing arts center in Portland.  In 

the past we have had donors willing to contribute to such a project. 
 

24. Establish a year-round schedule so faculty can offer courses and curricula in the 

most efficient way possible to serve the needs of their students. Allow faculty to 

execute their course loads during the full year (spring, summer, fall, winter) as 

they and their programs' see fit. 

 
25. Establish more 3-2 programs with existing departments and programs to serve as 

pipelines for under-enrolled graduate programs. 

 
26. Establish closer ties with SMCC, 2-2 agreements, etc. 

 
27. Establish a math/calculus boot camp during the summer for students who wishing 

to enter STEM fields but who need help meeting the math requirements of such 

programs.  This camp would not only attract advanced high school students but 

would create a pipeline of students better prepared for physics, engineering, 

computer science, etc. 


